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Maria asked him curiously “You want to give half of the elixir to your wife?”
“Yes!” Larry nodded his head and said “She and I have been together for nearly 
seventy years,”
“And now she’s on her last legs, so she doesn’t have a few more years left,”
“If I extend my life by twenty years, I really can’t bear the thought of living alone for
so long ……”
Maria nodded “You have shared a life together, you really can’t just look after 
yourself.”
After saying that, she handed the tea knife to Larry.
He received the tea knife and quickly thanked her, and was about to separate the 
pills on the spot.
Charlie spoke at this time, “Mr. Qiu doesn’t need to bother.”
Larry was slightly stunned and subconsciously looked at Charlie.
Charlie had already taken out another Rejuvenation Pill and handed it to Larry, 
saying,
“This one is for your wife, please pass it on for me.”
The moment these words came out, not only Larry’s jaw dropped, but even Maria 
was stunned.
She never thought that Charlie would be able to take out another valuable 
Rejuvenation Pill and give it to Larry’s wife, whom he had never met.
The few times Charlie had come to this Mountain Manor,
Larry’s wife had taken the initiative to avoid suspicion with the others and had 
never met Charlie.
And this was the first time that Charlie had given the Rejuvenation Pill to a stranger 
that he had never met.
The reason why he wanted to do this was also entirely because he was grateful to 
Maria for saving his life.
These three old men in front of him were all orphans that Maria had raised,
As for Larry’s wife, it was thought that she should also be someone that Maria 
trusted more,
Charlie always felt that Maria had given him a magical ring, saved his life,
And this favor was so big that she didn’t even know how to return it,



So he was a little more generous to the people around Maria as well.
In Charlie’s opinion, the kindness of a drop of water is reciprocated by a spring,
And with Maria’s saving of his own life, not to mention a few Rejuvenation Pills,
There was no harm in letting himself make a furnace of Rejuvenation Pills 
specifically for them.
At this time, Larry, although his heart was shocked and excited,
But did not dare to take the medicine under his hand without authorization,
So he could only look at Maria, waiting for her consent.
Although Larry didn’t know why Charlie was so kind to the three of them,
And even his own wife, he knew one thing clearly in his heart,
That all of this was definitely not because of them but must be because of his own 
young lady.
In other words, the reason why Charlie was so generous was purely because of his 
own young lady’s face.
As for them, they were originally raised by Maria, and were already grateful to her,
So how could they dare to consume Maria’s face for their own benefit at this 
moment?
Therefore, whether or not this Rejuvenation Pill can be collected depends on 
whether or not their own young lady will allow it.
Maria looked deeply at Charlie, her heart was inevitably touched,
And then she said to Larry, “Mr. Wade has some good intentions,”
“So don’t hesitate to shirk them, kneel down on behalf of your wife to thank Mr. 
Wade for the blessing!”
Larry was overjoyed, and hurriedly knelt down again, and said piously,
“Thank you for the blessings of Mr. Wade!”
Charlie had no choice but to let him kneel, and then handed the pills into his hands,
saying,
“Mr. Qiu, quickly get up and take the medicine!”
Only then did Larry slowly get up, looking at each other with the two old fellows 
beside him,
The three of them simultaneously put a Rejuvenation Pill into their mouths.
The magic of the Pill was once again manifested to the fullest.



The bodies of these three people were all undergoing a drastic change of turning 
back the clock at an extremely high speed.
As Maria watched these three people gradually turn from old to much younger, her
eyes couldn’t help but fill with tears.
As she had said, after the end of World War II,
She had not continued to adopt orphans because it was becoming increasingly 
difficult for her to evade the pursuit of Victoria.
Speaking of which, Larry and the others should be the only remaining fruits of the 
orphans she had adopted.
If the three of them passed away, Maria would enter a state of true loneliness,
And it could be a loneliness that lasted for a hundred years and could not be 
reversed until her death.
Therefore, although she had been acting very blandly towards the three,
She already had a few feelings of dependence in her heart.
The fact that these three people can live for twenty more years signifies that her 
loneliness will be correspondingly reduced by twenty years.
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